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Value of real-time continuous data
Direct measurements of water-quality (specific conductance, turbidity, dissolved
oxygen, pH, water temperature, and others)

• Instant information

• Better characterization of variability – hourly, daily, monthly, annually

• Improved scientific understanding

As surrogate for constituents of particular interest that cannot easily be measured
directly (sediment, dissolved solids, nutrients, indicator bacteria)



Turbidity and suspended sediment surrogate methods

Rasmussen and others, 2009

• Methods for using continuous in-stream
turbidity and streamflow to compute
continuous suspended sediment
concentrations (SSCs) and loads

• Guidelines for collecting data and
developing regression models

Landers and others, in press

• Methods for using acoustic indices
from acoustic Doppler velocity meters
(ADVMs) backscatter data to compute
SSCs and loads

• Extends utility of ADVMs used for
streamflow velocity; higher temporal
resolution

From Wood and Teasdale, 2013



Examples of water-quality surrogates

Surrogate Water-quality constituent

Turbidity

Total suspended solids,
total nitrogen, organic
nitrogen, total phosphorus,
total organic carbon,
indicator bacteria

Specific conductance

Dissolved solids, alkalinity,
chloride, calcium,
magnesium, sodium,
potassium,
orthophosphate, atrazine

Baldwin and others, 2012; Chanat and others, 2013; Christensen and others, 2000;
Galloway, 2014; Miller and others, 2007; Miller and others, 2013; Rasmussen and
others, 2005; Ryberg, 2006; Schaepe and others, 2014; Stone and others, 2013;
Stone and Graham, 2014; Wood and Etheridge, 2011.



Effort is underway to publish USGS methods report and
release policy guidance for water-quality surrogates

Purpose

• Provide consistent approach to model development

• Describe documentation and archiving requirements

• Meet Fundamental Science Practices without an interpretive report

Benefits to USGS and others

• Consistent, clear, and streamlined approach

• Documentation of methods

• Better characterization of variability for important water-quality
constituents

• Make models and data easily available to the public

• More timely release of information because publication not needed
if methods are followed



General regression model approach

• Install water-quality monitors at
streamflow gages and transmit data
in real time

• Collect water samples

• Develop regression models using
samples and monitor data

• Display computed data on the Web

• Continue sampling to verify models

Specific conductance, us/cm
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http://nrtwq.usgs.gov



Sounds easy enough, but…
• How many samples are needed?

• Over what period of time, and at what frequency should samples be
collected?

• During what hydrologic conditions should samples be collected?

• What surrogates might be important for the constituent of interest?

• Is it okay to collect multiple samples during 1 runoff event?

• Where to start when building a model?

• How should non-detects be handled?

• How should outliers be treated?

• How to choose between the 2 best models?

• What statistical tests and plots are best for evaluating models?

• Is it okay to estimate values outside the model calibration range?

• How should an existing model be evaluated for performance?

• How should an existing model be updated as new samples are collected?



USGS Techniques and methods report

Applications:

• Linear (and log-linear) regression models using instantaneous-value
surrogate data to compute instantaneous-value water-quality
concentration data

• Waters for which methods have been published for continuous
(surrogate) data collection - rivers, streams, beaches

Does not apply when:

• Non-linear or non-parametric statistical approaches are used

• Standard methods for data collection have not been published

• Data sets include more than 5% non-detections



Methods – collection of continuous (surrogate) data

1. Follow published methods including

• USGS National Field Manual – field methods

• Wagner and others – multiparameter monitors

• Pellerin and others – optical sensors

2. Follow requirements for timely review of data

3. Document operating range of sensors



Methods – collection of discrete data

1. Follow field methods described in USGS
National Field Manual

2. Minimum of 48 samples recommended
for model with 2 explanatory variables;
more samples needed for additional
explanatory variables

• Half fixed interval, half runoff (or
targeting other source of variability)

• Sample collection over 3 years
preferred; 2-6 years okay

• Sample range of conditions

3. Ensure data meet quality assurance
objectives



Methods – regression model development

1. Use linear regression analysis; understand the basic assumptions

• Samples representative of population

• Residual errors have constant variance and are normally
distributed

2. Use recommended statistical diagnostics and
graphs to evaluate models

• Residual plots, time series, boxplots, model
standard percentage error (MSPE), prediction
error sum of squares (PRESS), Mallow’s C,
others

• R package will be available

3. Exclude outliers only when shown to be errors
(or rare circumstance)

4. If more than 2-5% of data are non-detects, use
different approach (Tobit)

5. Include transformation bias correction



Methods – model documentation

1. Model Archive Summary (MAS) includes:

• Description of model and model-building decisions

• Model diagnostics and graphs

• Link to dataset

2. MAS is submitted to 2 qualified (experienced in regression models)
colleague reviewers

3. After approval, model is archived in an official data repository

4. R package available to produce standard MAS



MAS
Example

13



Methods – data computation and dissemination

1. Via NRTWQ, project and other websites, reports

2. Compute load by multiplying computed unit-value concentration by the
concurrent unit-value of streamflow, and summing over desired time period

3. No interpolation and limited extrapolation

Example: Difficult Run near Fairfax, VA

lnTP = -4.813+0.547lnTURB+0.107lnQ

Jastram, 2014

NRTWQ page
displays water-
quality
concentrations
and loads from
surrogates in
19 states

http://nrtwq.usgs.gov



Methods – reviewing and updating established models

1. Ongoing sample collection needed to verify model performance as
long as model is being used

2. Minimum of 8 samples/year (4 fixed interval, 4 targeting
variability)

2. Annual model review and documentation

3. Update model at least every 3 years

4. Timely evaluation of new data

5. Recommendations for evaluating values that fall outside model
uncertainty bands

• Evaluate samples with residuals of more than 2-3 sigmas;
investigate cause, collect extra samples

• Stop predictions if model not representing data



Plan for water-quality surrogates

Publish USGS T&M report to describe standard surrogate methods for water-
quality constituents

Simultaneously release USGS technical memo describing policy

• Data computed following methods described in the T&M are considered
non-interpretive data and can be disseminated without publishing a report

• Models must be documented and archived in accordance with
requirements for model archiving

• Models and data must meet requirements for scientific data release (IM
OSQI 2015-03)

Until these documents are released, published reports are required for using
surrogate models other than suspended sediment (if published methods
were followed).
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